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correct looking 1965 500cc Thruxton sneaked past its
lower estimate to make a respectable £17,500.
A “Barn stored”, but fairly complete, 1960 495cc
Velocette MSS beat its lower estimate to find a new
home for a modest, but realistic £3,400.
Fans of XT Yamahas can be encouraged by the
£5,500 paid for this very original and very low
mileage ’77 model.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events, up to and including July
1st will NOT take place. Information on events
following that date is listed below. There is absolutely
no guarantee that these events will take place, so
the dates are for planning purposes only. We will
continue to update the calendar, based firmly on
government guidelines at the time. You can be
assured that the health and welfare of section
members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Wednesday May 27th - H&H “Live-on-line” Auction.
The unmistakable message from this auction is that
the current market is for buyers not sellers. Unlike
recent H&H and Chartwells auctions, there were
few, if any, unrealistic reserves, but 81% of lots did
not sell or were sold “provisionally”, leaving just 19%
to sell at or above their reserve price. We can
expect the “sold” number to be much higher when
the final results are published, as H&H staff will work
hard to reconcile buyers and sellers to finalise a
deal.

There were a few bright spots – mainly around the
Velocette marque. This beautifully restored and

Top price of the day was the £18,000 offered for the
1910 “Vee” twin Rex 5hp tourist, which was entered,
but not sold at the April H&H auction. Of the bikes
we have featured in previous issues, the ex-Jock
Taylor Ariel Square 4 made a well-deserved £11,000,
but its stablemate, the lovely 1938 Nimbus sadly only
attracted a top bid of £5,500 and remained “NOT
SOLD”! The 1929 JAP-engined 350cc Excelsior deluxe, as predicted, made its reserve, finally selling for
£7,000 and the ‘68, 250cc Motobi Barracuda sold at
£3,800 – a shade under its lower estimate.
GLITCHES IRONED OUT
The auction had a little more life then their first
attempt in April, and most of the minor technology
glitches had been ironed out. Auctioneer Simon
Hope, who doesn’t seem too knowledgeable about
bikes, didn’t look like he wanted to be there. Their
automatic “next bid” system looks a bit too rigid for
on-line bidders. Towards the end of bidding when
an extra £100 could have been squeezed out, their
“next bid” system would often only allow a £200,
£300 or on occasion a £500 increment. Phone
bidders definitely had an advantage here as they

could offer a smaller increase. All the above prices
are “Hammer” and buyers commission of 15% + VAT
needs to be added to get the full purchase price.
Click this link for the complete results
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction-results?y=9999
Monday May 25TH - Thursday May 28th – Brightwell’s
timed on-line auction.
Brightwell’s approach to the auction challenge is to
use a system similar to that operated by eBay, with
sensible increments. Phone and commission bids are
also allowed. Prior to bidding, a Brightwell’s “Online” identity has to be established (different to any
other Brightwell’s account you may hold) and a
returnable credit card deposit of £2,500 made. This
obviously deters the rogue bidders that plague
eBay, but could be something of a deterrent to
genuine bidders. Brightwell’s advise unsuccessful
purchasers “that refunds of deposits can take
approximately 3 - 5 days.” I find this unacceptable
in an era when I can use my phone to pay someone
in Outer Mongolia by PayPal in under 30 seconds!!
With the exception of the Vincent Black Prince, Lot
descriptions were thin, but most were accompanied
by a number of relevant, good quality photos. On
the day, only 5 bikes made it into the catalogue.
This well used, and rather endearing matching
numbers 1966 LE Velocette was crying out for a new
owner and found one for just £900.

This well presented 1960 Lambretta TV175, definitely
had the period look and unsurprisingly, given its
recent engine re-build reached its mid-estimate of
£6,500. A strong price in any era.

The two machines featured in issue 48-4 fared badly.
The ’55 Vincent Black Prince, failed to get even
close to its lower estimate of £32,000, stopping at just
£21,300, whilst bidding for the handsome ’55 Norton
Atlas stalled at £3,760 against a realistic estimate of
£5,000 - £7,000.
QUITE SHOCKING
It is too small a sample to read much into these
results and it is no surprise that all but the richest of
investors will be hanging on to their cash until the
economic situation is clearer, but a top bid of
£21,300 for a Vincent Black Prince with excellent
history is truly shocking. Market conditions are clearly
very unfavourable, but the auction houses might
help themselves by taking a look at what they are
doing and asking if they could do it better.
NO BETTER THAN EBAY
To use a system identical to eBay and then charge
a punishing premium on top (see below), is to invite
bidders to vote with their wallets. If the Black Prince
had reached its mid-estimate of £34,000, the buyer
would have to find an additional £5100 on top of the
purchase price! For the same deal on eBay, the
buyer would pay ZERO! But surely the auction houses
offer better protection for buyer and seller? Not
really for the buyer. Brightwell’s terms and conditions

(and they are typical of the industry) state under
Warranties and Descriptions – “Items in this auction
are all sold as seen and without warranty. There is no
guarantee of condition, working condition or
description. No items have been tried or tested for
sale. Volumes, where stated, are approximate and
are not guaranteed. Condition Reports are for
guidance only and do not provide any
mechanical/electrical guarantees”. Or in summary
Caveat emptor – you’re on your own Jack!
As a vendor, I would like to see the auction houses
try a little harder on my behalf. Chartwells provide
useful videos of running bikes (also common on
eBay). Why is it impossible for a potential buyer to
come and inspect a potential purchase, particularly
for a machine of such high value? Surely a safe
inspection area could be set up without risk to staff
or customer and without contravening any of the
current COVID-19 guidelines? My local shop
provides social distancing and hand sanitiser even if
I’m only buying a bag of crisps!
The above prices are “hammer” and buyers pay a
Premium of 12%+vat on the hammer price.
https://www.brightwellslive.com/timedauctions/ind
ex/4982

1961 NSU Supermax, guided at £4,000 - £6,000. NSU
styling doesn’t suit everyone, but these bikes offer
good performance and are well screwed together.

FUTURE EVENTS

Thursday July 17th – The Moon Mordiford, HR1 4LW –
7:00 p.m. – Annual Bike Show

Wednesday June 24th - H&H Classic Live-on-line
Auction, bidding start time not yet confirmed.
All credit to H&H, who seem determined to continue
with their monthly “Live-on-line” auctions. Ten bikes
are already consigned including a handful of NSUs.

The pick of them seems to be this well presented

Thursday July 2nd - The Greyhound Hotel 3 Garth
Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR 7:30 p.m. – Club
night West
If pubs are allowed to open by then, this could be
our first section meeting for almost 3 months. It’s a
chance to get together with other section members
and to meet new and intending member. Ring Gary
Jones - 07870 389317 to check the event is on.
Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (the open air cafe)
British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, WR13 6DW –
09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet.
Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your
bike and join up with fellow enthusiasts. You choose
your own route there and back.
Tuesday July 14th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in
Bronllys, Brecon, Powys, LD3 0LH - 11:00
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you like),
no organised ride, plan your own route.
https://www.honeycafe.co.uk/

One of our most popular and best supported events
of the year. Let’s hope that whatever government

guidance is in place at the time will allow us to run it
– Bring anything – all shapes and sizes welcome.

Sheene, Wayne Gardener, Joey Dunlop, Valentino
Rossi or Marc Marquez? Isn’t the kid who used to jam
a lolly stick in the wheels of their bike to make it
sound like a motorbike still in there somewhere, or
has he/she been replaced by some grumpy old
bigot? Never!

UNDER £1000
Our series which finds useable, VMCC eligible (made
before Jan 1st 1995), bikes, ready to ride, with MOTs
(where required) for less than £1,000.

Two high performance Japanese machines in this
issue, both advertised on Gumtree. This 1993
Yamaha FZR 1000 EXUP has a fresh MOT, a new rear
tyre and has covered just 29,840 miles. For sale as
the current owner has “back trouble”. (Could this
possibly be connected with the riding position?)
NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

Despite being tastelessly garnished with unpleasant
stickers, this machine can’t hide its pedigree as one
of the best Sportsbikes of its era. Its 145 HP, 4 cylinder
1002 cc motor could propel the unwitting owner to
a terminal velocity of 145 mph and cover ¼ mile
from a standing start in a smidgeon over 10 seconds.
With brakes and suspension to match, it was a thing
of wonder. All this for just £975.
This early ‘90s Kawasaki ZZR 250 was snapped up
within 24 hours of being listed at £950. Reported to
have a current MOT, to run and ride well, to start first
time on the button and with a reasonable 32,800
miles on the clock, it looked like a sound purchase.
It’s a good job these lightweight 110 mph “Rocket
Ships” weren’t available when I were a lad,
otherwise I don’t think I’d still be around to tell the
tale.

ALIENS FROM A PARALLEL UNIVERSE
I know some of you view these ‘80s and ‘90s
Sportsbikes as aliens from a parallel universe, but we
must never forget that we – the VMCC - are a broad
church, united by a love of 2 (and sometimes 3)
wheels. The Roman poet Lucretius probably penned
his famous phrase "One man’s meat is another
man’s poison” specifically for motorcycle lovers, but
surely there are some things that bind us together,
things that perhaps we all share?
WOULD YOUR MOTHER APPROVE?
Let’s not forget that most of us, whatever our age,
were, in some part, attracted to motorbikes
because they were noisy, fast, thrilling, and possibly
a teeny weeny bit like something your mother
wouldn’t approve of? 50 years on, will enthusiasts
look back on these engineering marvels with the
same affection we currently show for Bonnevilles,
Commandos, Gold Stars and their likes today?
REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE?
Isn’t there a little bit of James Dean, Marlon Brando,
Dennis Hopper, Peter Fonda, Steve McQueen or
Guy Martin in all us? Is there still a hint of “Rebel
without a cause” lurking deep in our subconscious?
Didn’t we all, at some time, want to be Geoff Duke,
Mike Hailwood, Bill Ivy , Giacomo Agostini, Barry

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
Regular contributor Bill Danks remembers the Lickey
Ash M.C.C. Obstacle Trial back in the summer of ’64.
“I entered my ex-works James OOP 137 in arguably
the first ever obstacle trial”, says Bill,” where sections
were manufactured rather than natural hazards.
The event, from memory, was held in a field in the
Bromsgrove area and was created by Pete Dawson,
a leading member of the Lickey Ash Motorcycle
Club. As ‘the trial season’ had effectively finished for
it’s summer vacation, the event attracted ‘bored’
riders from all across the Midlands. The event also

included a long jump competition where riders
raced up a ramp and simply flew through the air to
record the greatest distance.
It was a hot summer’s afternoon, I didn’t win but
rode well enough for a photo of me ‘leaping’ the
James over a section made from old railway
sleepers to appear in the following week’s copy of
the Motorcycle News.

wry smile appeared on his face. Bob confided in me
that his day had gone badly. He’d been presented
with a brand new Honda 50 for a Road Test report
and had managed to seize it solid going up Rose Hill
in The Lickeys, got lost trying to find the event’s
venue and arrived late. Oh dear, poor Bob, I bet I
was the least thing on his mind that day.

1938 Matchless Model X
By Geoff Brown
I often wonder what happens to the machines we
feature on our auction reports, so it was wonderful
to hear from Ariel Owners Club Gearbox spares guru
Geoff Brown who brought us up to date with the
story of the Matchless model X which we featured
in issue 36 (June 2019).

Sadly it was captioned as “Charlie Reynolds on his
works James”. My mother, who had quite a ‘turn of
phrase’ was incensed with the Midlands
correspondent, Bob Light’s sheer incompetence,
wrote a strong letter and received a public apology
from poor Bob. Secretly Bob, Charlie and myself
thought it was highly amusing however the James
factory in Greet were quite indignant about the
inaccuracy, but went strangely quiet when Charlie
suggested it was a great pity that his latest ‘works’
trials bike lacked the performance and capabilities
of my tired and outdated model!
Pete Dawson is still active, is seen at most pre-65 trials
and is a co-organiser of The Red Marley Hill Climb.
A few years ago I met Bob Light at a Cotswold
Section club night where he was presenting his huge
collection of motorcycle sport photos. Silently I
presented my original photo to Bob and
immediately he remembered ‘the incident’ and a

”Back in June 2019 I happened to go and view the
motorcycle auction at H J Pugh’s in Ledbury, being
local its only 10minutes up the road. It just so
happened there amongst the various bike for sale
was a Matchless Model X. Me being an Ariel man
had never considered a Matchless before, but have
for a while had an inkling towards a large side valve
Vee Twin. There was this large side valve Vee twin
and I had a few bob in the bank so I was persuaded.
It didn’t take a lot of persuasion for me to have a
fixed bid placed to then go home and wait for the
on line auction to take place.
I won the bike and I dropped back to Pugh’s to
collect it. What I had actually bought was an
unfinished project, the engine had been rebuilt, the
frame and tin ware stove-enamelled, forks wheels
and a box of bits. I quickly discovered there is little

information about these models and even less parts
supply. I came across a Matchless pre-war group on
the internet which proved invaluable for the initial
piece of information a parts book. I was able to
download a non-illustrated parts list. This helped me
to identify what was missing in some form or another.
A CHAIN CASE FROM HOLLAND!
The entire drive and clutch side of the bike was
missing. This it seems, is not unusual with Matchless.
The chain case is ‘tin’ and is often wrecked or rusted.
Through the pre-war Matchless group I tracked
down a guy in Holland who could make a chain
case complete. It seems this model so often loses its
chain case that he set about making the tooling to
press out replacements. I spoke to him placed and
order and what I thought to be the hardest to find
part appeared a few weeks later. Not perfect but
once a few simple modifications were made it was
good to go.
As I mentioned earlier the drive from the engine was
missing. The good news came from the parts book,
where I could see that the shock absorber, cush
drive, spring and collar were standard on a post-war
Matchless but the sprocket is unique to the X.
Another very kind man from the Matchless group
had an engine sprocket which I bought “used”. I
found other parts at the Founders Day autojumble.
CLUTCH TROUBLES
Then to the clutch, which turned out to be quite a
saga (if I had looked closely at the parts book I
would have saved hours of time and a lot of money
(more shortly). I bought a basket that looked ok from
eBay made various bits and pieces and assembled
it on the mainshaft only to find that no one sold
clutch plates to suit, the basket I had purchased –
for whatever bike is was. It was ¼” larger than
anything else in the market. I still have no idea for
what machine it was designed for, but in true
Burman style, ‘looks fine but is just slightly different’.
Threw that attempt in the bin! Second attempt the
helpful guy at AMC Classic Spares who suggested it
was likely to have the Standard AMC ‘CP’ clutch
fitted. He supplied a used basket, and a complete
set of friction and steel plates to fit. Being the Ariel

Spares organiser for the gearboxes, I put a set of
springs in and now I had the clutch ready to go.
I had recently become the part owner of a
Colchester Bantam lathe – a fine machine and I was
beginning to use it a lot to make nuts and bolts etc.
My most challenging job now was to repair the
engine sprocket I had purchased at the Founders
day event. The sprocket as purchased had 21 teeth,
I had been advised by many to ‘up’ the tooth
count, sidecar is 21, standard 24. I was going for 27
(I am a big believer in lowering engine rpm where I
can for all sorts of reasons). The old teeth were
removed and the new teeth added, pressed on
and welded into place.
With the drive side out the way I concentrated on
the other stuff, Tony Cooper sold me a fresh
magneto (always a good bet, if in doubt bang on a
new mag!) I purchased a new carburettor from
Amal and other critical stuff required to get it ready
to run.
MAGNETO PLATFORM - VERSION ELEVEN!
Now came the challenge of the magneto platform
there was not one provided when I bought the bike
so I needed to make one. As previously mentioned
there are no images in the parts book, so all I had to
go on was photographs. A useful source of photos is
the Bonham’s web site they provide for all their sales
items high quality format photos. There have been
several Matchless X’s sold through them so plenty of
choice. The problem is again like the chain cases
these things get lost and people make
replacements there were several versions shown in
the photos. I set about making a platform, version 1
- not strong enough, modified it version 2 - much
stronger but now couldn’t get it in without stripping
out the magneto drive on the engine; modified it
again version 3 - fitted but didn’t like it. Threw
versions 1 – 3 in the bin and started again using 4mm
plate (previous versions 3mm plate). This process
continued in one form of another until I reached
version 11, whilst still not entirely happy, it was strong
enough and fitted without the need to strip down
the magneto drive side of the engine, so I painted
and fitted it. It remains fitted and working, but I’m still
tripping over the debris of earlier versions.

clutch basket with the original bonded plates I
bought from AMC Classic Spares.

I am not a concourse person, my objective for this
bike is to put it together with what I have, buying bits
along the way, get it running mechanically spot on,
put it on the road then sort it out. If I really like it, then
keep it and finish off, then do the non-critical stuff,
chroming high quality paint job etc. If I don’t like for
any reason, sell it before I spend a fortune on it. As it
happens so far there’s not going to be a lot of
chroming to do. Yes the wheels need new rims and
spokes, the tank was already restored and is very
nice so in many respects the bike is not too far off.
It fired up reasonably well and ran even better when
I realised I had timed the advance backwards and
I worked out it is a “loose wire” magneto.....! I ran it
up and down the lane with a 100ml syringe to
provide fuel for testing purposes. With it running fine
and no obvious issues, I sorted the fuel tank out to
increase the range....
AN ARIEL CLUTCH
It was at this point the first clutch destroyed itself. In
fairness, the basket was badly worn and the friction
plates forced the basket apart leading to a jammed
clutch. As I mentioned earlier, only now did I take a
close look at the spare parts book to realise the
basket takes Burman 3X friction plates and we, (Ariel
Owners Club) keep the 5 ½” clutch plates on stock
but more importantly we also keep the basket..
Unfortunately the Ariel 5 ½” clutch has rubber shock
absorbers built in to the basket. Much modification
later the Matchless is now fitted with an Ariel 5 ½”

This lasted around 150 miles before the already
slightly damaged bonded plates repeated the
previous failure, forcing the basket apart and
jamming the clutch. I went for broke, replaced the
bonded plates with the Ariel club cork plates. I
pulled the basket back to become a good fit with
the new plates, welded a band all around the
basket and so far this has been successful. I must say
this clutch is extremely good and beautifully
progressive.
KEEPING OIL IN THE PRIMARY CASE
The only remaining challenge is to find a way to
keep some form of lubrication in the drive side
chaincase. I am determined to try to maintain some
level of lubricant here, as there is a lot going on in
there with this machine. The primary chain is not the
strongest I have ever seen and it is important to keep
the engine drive shock absorber well oiled. I ordered
some tallow melted it and poured it in to see if this
would work. Not a lot of good, oil still came pouring
out from around the upper seams due to the
rotational pressure on the oil.
Apart from this all the remaining jobs have been
completed with my newly acquired spare time, the
bike is now ready for the road and hopefully the
Picos Rally in Spain this year if it takes place.”
We’re grateful to Geoff for sharing the story and look
forward to seeing him and the mighty Matchless
“Model X” on a club run, or perhaps at the Bike Show

at the Moon on July 17th (Government restrictions
permitting). The Model X wasn’t the only
“Superbike” Matchless made in the 1930’s the other
being the rare, exotic and expensive 600cc V4 OHC
Silver Hawk.

If you have one of these we would be fascinated to
hear about it.

THE 59 CLUB

Hereford’s Brian Johnson sent us another photo from
the Hereford Times and was able to add a lot more
to John Macklin’s Club 59 story.

“There weren't many Herefordshire motorcyclist's in
the sixties who didn't make the journey to London to
join the club”, says Brian, “I myself joined in about
1966/7 and made several return visits usually making
a long weekend of it, visiting the London dealers, the
Busy Bee café in Watford (below), the Ace café,
Chelsea Bridge etc. before making our way to
Brands Hatch for a race meeting on the Sunday (no
tents just sleeping bags)…..Happy days.”

Between Brian and club member Alan Kiley, they
think they have identified several people in this
Hereford Times picture from issue 48-4.

“Boxer” is sat next to Father Shergold and the girl
next to him is Esmie, she was quite often seen riding
pillion with Boxer. John and Alan think that the guy
second from the right might be Dave Terry, who won
a new Norton Atlas at a 59 club rally in 1964. Next to
Dave, on the extreme right is Linda Grey, who will be
remembered by most Hereford Motorcyclists of the
era. Linda used to ride this Royal Enfield Continental
GT, which she purchased new from Copes of
Worcester.

The photo appeared in ‘The Motorcycle’ magazine
at the time and again as the front cover of the
Feb’95 edition of ‘The Classic Motor Cycle’.

ENJOYING NEW FOUND FREEDOMS
English style
John Roach (1946 Model 18 Norton) and Geoff
McGladdery (1950 Triumph Trophy) up early on
Sunday morning, crossing Clencher’s Mill Ford, near
Eastnor Castle, a regular waypoint on Herefordshire
on the Edge.

Welsh style
Even in “lock-down” Wales, Paul Farley and Maggie
Smith still found an ingenious way to enjoy the May
Bank Holiday. Paul describes their holiday as “A nice
ride of 20 metres, very cheap on fuel and tyre wear.”
Linda was also crowned Miss Blackpool Motor Cycle
Show in 1965. In 2002, the Hereford Times carried an
appeal for information on Linda from a TV Company
who were making a documentary on Royal Enfield.
Did they find her? We would love to make contact
with Linda to hear her story.
Brian Johnson and Alan Kiley both recall a meeting
at the Green Man, in Fownhope in 1964, which was
THE Herefordshire motorcyclist’s pub in the sixties,
“When Father Bill and Co arrived there in the
evening, the small bar, which motorcyclists were
allowed to use, was packed out, with many more
outside and loads of bikes parked along the road.”
Were any of our readers there? Does anyone have
any pictures from that evening or other Green man
evenings?

Looks like the full retro set up here – a primus stove
and a Vango Mk 9 tent? Sweet dreams!

MY TRIUMPH T120 BONNEVILLE
By Brian Blandford
My first Triumph was a very abused TR25W Trophy
which was really a BSA Starfire with a few differences
(fuel tank, seat & exhaust). I bought it in the summer
of 1976 as a spotty 17 year old when the BSA Starfire
I wanted became unavailable. Had the BSA been
available I may have become brand loyal to that
marque instead. That Triumph was off the road more
than on it. A piston circlip wasn’t fitted correctly by
the previous owner and in my initial teenage
enthusiasm, I failed to spot very worn fork bushes.
PASSED MY TEST
The bike did enable me to pass my driving test and I
was soon looking for something bigger and faster.
During the autumn of ’76, I part exchanged the
Trophy at a local bike shop for a 1970 Tiger 100SS
which suffered the same trouble as the Trophy with
a loose circlip but this time was repaired under
warranty. That bike proved to be very reliable and
apart from its thirst for oil never let me down after its
initial trouble.
STARTED WORK AS A MECHANIC
By early ‘78, I had finished my two year course at
Gloucester technical college and had just started
work as a mechanic at a local bike shop, (HC Cecil
on Worcester Road, Ledbury-now housing). A 1976
T140V American spec Bonneville came up for sale
at the shop so I bought it at a very favourable price.
The bike was generally reliable but every so often
used to blow rocker box gaskets. I soon got fed up
of replacing gaskets on weekends after working on
bikes all week so it was sold to make way for a much
more reliable BMW R90/6.
I didn’t own another British bike until 1996 when I
bought a very original BSA B31.Then by chance a
few months later, a friend happened to mention a
Bonneville he knew of for sale. It turned out the bike
belonged to the photographer who took my
wedding photos four years earlier, so I made a
phone call and was told the bike was listed for sale
in one of the classic bike publications on the
Thursday of that week. I made an appointment to
see the bike on the Wednesday evening, but when
I arrived to view the bike it turned out the magazine

had been published a day early and Clive’s (the
Bonnevilles owner) phone had been very busy .All
the serial numbers matched so a rather hasty deal
was struck for the bike which I collected the
following Sunday.
STRIPPED FOR RESTORATION
The Bonneville was a 1966 model so it had many
new features, such as 12 volt electrics, larger 8 inch
front brake, strengthened frame and swing arm and
a new style of fuel tank badge ( more of that later ).
The bike was partially “stripped for restoration” some
years earlier, the engine was out of the frame and
was looking very sorry for itself, the frame had been
painted in what appeared to be household gloss
paint and was a rolling chassis. All the other parts,
which came in several boxes, seemed to be there,
but on later inspection, it was clear that many parts
were the wrong type or worn out. When I got the
bike home I began to wonder if I had done the right
thing in buying the bike when the depth of the
restoration became apparent. As I got deeper into
the project I found more and more faults so it was
lucky that I had many contacts in the bike trade.
Many things I had not budgeted for had surfaced
such as having the wrong size carbs. This was the
period before Amal Monoblocs were being
manufactured again. Luckily a pair were found at a
jumble – part of a job lot from the USA, I think they
were faulty ones returned for warranty some years
earlier as they tended to stick as I found out on my
first ride. This probably accounted for their almost
unused condition. The “sticking” problem was later
cured by careful polishing.
MYSTERY CAM TIMING
When I first purchased the bike, Clive had said he
thought it had been fitted with racing camshafts as
it was very much faster than all the other local
Bonnevilles, but whatever he tried, a good tickover
could not be achieved. When the engine was
dismantled the cams proved to be the standard
types, this raised suspicions so when the engine was
being reassembled I thought it would be wise to
check the cam timing with a degree disc. When the
timing was set up to the original keyways, ( there are
three on each cam to enable small adjustments)

using the original marks the timing was out by about
10 degrees on each cam, the only way I was able
to obtain the correct timing was to use different
keyways and make new marks on the cam gears.
Clive had owned the bike since the seventies and
had never removed the gears from the camshafts
so it remains a mystery how the timing was set that
far out.
GARDEN GATES NOT EYEBROWS!
As I mentioned earlier, many parts were incorrect.
The fuel tank came with the earlier “garden gate”
badges as opposed to the correct “eyebrow” type,
had I done my homework better ( as with several
other parts on the bike ) I would have discovered it
had the wrong fuel tank as the two different badges
have different retaining screw centres.
I had a lot of trouble with the powder coating, as
the firm I had been using previously had ceased
trading. Some parts had not been cleaned well
enough before coating so several bits had to be
returned and one part had to return a third time,
and all this from a specialist who was recommended
to me!
Another fault that had eluded me was that at some
time the final drive chain must have jumped off,
taking a small piece of the crankcase with it, a
piece from an old Mountfield mower deck was
welded in and made an almost invisible repair!
DAMAGE TO THE TANK
Disaster struck when I was spraying the (now
correct) fuel tank. It was hanging by its rear mount
on a hook, suspended from a piece of pipe across
my workshop. Any sensible person would have bent
the hook so it couldn’t fall, but not me! It fell onto the
hard concrete floor putting a small dent across one
of the front edges. A dent anywhere else would
have been easy to rectify but filling would have
made the front seam very thick, after much thought,
a draw hammer with a hook attachment was used
to pull back the edge and a very small amount of
filler was used.
LOTS OF STAINLESS STEEL
Lots of stainless steel fasteners were used, the wheels
were laced to their new stainless rims with stainless

spokes and new TT100 tyres - now sadly made in
Japan- were fitted.
I won’t bore you with the rest of the restoration other
than to say it took from August until the following
June to complete - and a little longer to fix the small
niggles that are almost inevitable after a major
restoration.
The Bonneville looked good in its new gleaming
paintwork and shiny new parts and shortly after its
completion, Clive, the previous owner, turned up
and had a ride on the bike for the first time in about
15 years.
The Bonneville has proved very enjoyable to ride
and after its initial running in period has loosened up
nicely and always starts first kick, not bad for
something approaching 40 years old!

Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

